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I have some fellow-feeling with Zacchaeus, the unlikely hero of our 

Gospel today. As someone who shares his challenged stature, I too 

occasionally need a boost up to get a better view -- including of you all as 

I approach a lectern, altar or pulpit bookrest! And as someone who, as a 

child--loved to climb trees. And, of course, as someone who is lost 

without Jesus.  

What motivates Zacchaeus, a man rich in money, if not in the respect 

and love of his neighbours, as he shimmies up that sycamore-fig? 

 'He was trying to see who Jesus was.'  

I love how it all begins with this simple, impulsive, seeking out. With a 

willingness to be undignified and foolish. What has Zacchaeus heard 

about Jesus? He certainly hasn't led the most upstanding life He is not 

an admired and respected citizen -- he is the equivalent of an Inland 

Revenue man combined with a representative of a repressive regime as 

far as the people around him are concerned. But he cannot bear not to 

know, to see, this Jesus. He lets his heart speak. 

The example of Zacchaeus pierces us through because it requires of us 

something that is easy and real, accomplished in a moment and from the 

heart of who we really are as children of God. But also hard, perhaps, if 

we aren't willing to be humble about ourselves. He calls us a true change 

of orientation, of priority. It accuses us, never mind how outwardly good 

or not good our lives may seem.  

We heard in our reading from Isaiah that God asks for true conversion, 

transformation not empty offerings or empty conformity. 

But once this has come, he also promises the possibility of being 

completely renewed and washed clean.  

This certainly doesn't mean we have to have been perfect up until now-

in fact it assumes we haven't. Nor does it mean we will from now on do 

exactly right.   

It's an endearing character note, that we hear the specific proportions of 

what Zacchaeus promises: half my wealth and a quadruple restitution: 

Zacchaeus is a money man even in this moment. Elsewhere in the 

gospels we hear that 'all you have' is asked of you. But nonetheless Jesus 

embraces him as a 'true son of Abraham' Does it actually matter exactly 

what proportion of his riches he is giving away? Or how many times 

more than what he has defrauded he is going to pay back?  

What seems to really matter here is the sheer enthusiasm and purpose of 

Zacchaeus. His heart is in it. Shown in those verbs of action: he ran 

ahead; he climbed; he hurried down ... this is a man whose whole 

motivation, whether or not he fully understands why, has now become 

Jesus Christ. Seeing him, hearing him, meeting him. And agreeing, 

obeying, with all our heart. 

God wants there to be a deep connection between our worship here and 

what it forms us, transforms us to be. He doesn't want us to hide behind 

a set of deeds of conformity, or good citizenship, neat clothes and nice 

words--ever fat offering envelopes. God doesn't want empty words, 

gestures and actions, however good they may look. 



Zacchaeus climbs the tree. He calls us to come with him, to have the 

enthusiasm to gain a new perspective on our lives, to admit we lack 

something, to try to see Jesus. And his whole perception alters, once he 

climbs that sycamore-fig. It's not necessarily even about exactly what he 

then does; it's about who he puts first, who he is seeking, whose 

judgement is reframing his life.  

There is an important tradition of Christian symbolism by which a tree 

is the symbol of the Church. The dead wood of the cross speaks of the 

dead promise of the tree from which Adam took the fruit. But it now 

bears the fruit of eternal life in Christ's body. By his death, resurrection 

and ascension --as when a fruit falls to the ground-- a new tree, 

stretching all the way from heaven to earth, is seeded. [It is the tree of 

life growing in the new heaven of the Book of Revelation 'whose leaves 

are for the healing of the nations'.] This new tree, on earth as in heaven, 

is the church enabling our participation in Christ's promises that take us 

from death to new life, from heaven to earth. We climb its branches, as 

we depend on the enlivening sap of Jesus' life in God which expresses 

itself fully in his nourishing love for us. Which we taste here at the 

Eucharist. 

This week we are celebrating the season of Christian togetherness. This 

is the season of All Saints and All Souls--as you will have heard in our 

introit, hymns and anthems. It's a time when we remember that we are 

part of a great 'cloud of witnesses' that includes all those who have ever 

climbed that tree and 'tried to see Jesus', al those who have felt his pull 

on their lives. People we have never met. Lives which are now held in 

God.  

And we need them, we need each other-we need Zacchaeus' powerful 

desire to meet, and encounter. We need the support and the stature of 

others. We need that strongly woven canopy, those interlocking 

branches of the tree of the church. We need the evidence of others' faith, 

the stories of other's good news. This is the life of the saints.  

We need what St Paul terms 'the love of every one of you for one 

another'. The life of the Church is a communion of love--we are the 

tree, as well as climbing it, because at the beating heart of who we are is 

God's love. 

And there is also the reality that there is no end to the prayer of the 

saints, here and with God. 'To this end, says Paul, we will always pray 

for you'. And so we believe we are united today with those prayers. This 

whole assemblage, on earth and in heaven, re-echoes with prayer, as the 

leaves and branches of a tree rustle and keen, caught in the storm of 

God's love. We sit surrounded by them.  

If we climb that tree, if we rely on and believe in the faith of ages--the 

whole huge togetherness of the invisible church and visible church, we 

have a new chance of getting a glimpse of Jesus.  

But, as with Zacchaeus, the tree does not just lead to a distant view. 

Once we have been elevated by this sense of the prayer of the saints, once 

we have been held in the comforting nest of the branches of this tree of 

the faith of ages, it is to be the means of our direct, intimate and 

transformative encounter with Jesus Christ.  

Zacchaeus climbs up to a high height to get a bird's eye view. And then, 

when Jesus asks him, he comes down to meet him: that view leads into 

the arms of Jesus, and Jesus into his home.  

So we pray with Zacchaeus and with all the saints, that we may find a 

new perspective, that we may be moved to climb further in that tree, 

that we may through it find our Lord, and, as we pray sometimes before 

the Eucharist  'that we may dwell in Jesus Christ and he in us'.  



 


